
ORDERED COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS

TORU SAITO

Introduction* In the previous papers [7], [8], we studied some
special types of ordered semigroups in our general sense (cf. § 1). In
the continuation of our study, in this note we characterize ordered
completely regular semigroups.

In the algebraic theory completely regular semigroups were first
studied systematically by Clifford [1]. He characterized these semigroups
when the idempotents of the semigroup commute. Recently Pantham
[4] generalized this result and characterized completely regular semi-
groups when the idempotents of the semigroup constitute a subsemi-
group.

Ordered completely regular semigroups are shown, in this note,
to be semigroups, in which the idempotents constitute subsemigroups.
However, it can be shown that the abstract semigroup of an ordered
completely regular semigroup is simpler than the semigroups of
Fantham's type. Indeed, our main theorem (Theorem 6) asserts that an
ordered completely regular semigroup is characterized by the ordered
idempotent semigroup constituted by all the idempotents of the semi-
group, the ordered groups corresponding to all the elements of the
associated semilattice, and the mappings between these ordered groups
corresponding to all comparable pairs of elements of the associated
semilattice which satisfy certain conditions.

We remark, we characterize, in §3, ordered completely simple
semigroups without zero. This characterization seems to be interesting
by itself, by virtue of the importance of completely simple semigroups
without zero.

l Preliminaries, A semigroup S is called completely regular, if,
for every element ae S, there exists xe S such that

α#α — a and ax = xa

(Lyapin [5]). Clifford called such a semigroup a semigroup admitting
relative inverses and gave many interesting results of this semigroup.
Here we mention some of them without proofs.

LEMMA 1 (Clifford [1], Theorem 1). A semigroup is completely
regular if and only if it is the set-union of mutually disjoint groups.

The adjective 'mutually disjoint' in the above Lemma 1 can be
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omitted (cf. Clifford [2], p. 501).

LEMMA 2 (Clifford [2], Theorem 6). A semigroup is completely
regular if and only if it is a semilattice of completely simple semi-
groups without zero.

Thus, a completely regular semigroup S determines a semilattice
Ts such that to each element a of Ts there corresponds a subsemigroup
S(a) of S with the following properties:

(a) the S(ά) are mutually disjoint and their union is S;
(b) each S(a) is a completely simple semigroup without zero;
(c) S(a)S(β) S S(aoβ), where aoβ is the product of a and β

in 2V
We call the semilattice Ts the associated semilattice of the com-

pletely regular semigroup S.
For discussing the structure of semigroups, it is sometimes suc-

cessful to use ideal-theoretical notions. In this note, we use R-equiva-
lence, L-equivalence and D-equivalence in the sense of Miller and
Clifford [6]. It can be seen that the decomposition of a completely
regular semigroup S into the collection of subsemigroups S(oc) mention-
ed in Lemma 2, coincides with the decomposition of S into the collection
of D-equivalence classes.

In particular, a completely simple semigroup without zero is com-
pletely regular.

When a completely simple semigroup without zero is left simple,
that is, it consists of only one L-equivalence class, it is called a left
group. A right group is defined similarly. A semigroup / is called
left singular, if the multiplication is defined by

ab — a for every a, be I.

A left singular semigroup is clearly a left group. A right singular
semigroup is defined similarly. The following lemma is well-known
(cf. Cohn [3], p. 172).

LEMMA 3. A left group is semigroup-isomorphic to the direct
product of a group and a left singular semigroup. A right group
is semigroup-isomorphic to the direct product of a group and a right
singular semigroup.

By an ordered semigroup, we mean a semigroup S with'a simple
order < satisfying the following condition:

a ^ 6 implies ac ^ be and ca ^ cb
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Evidently a left or right singular semigroup turns out to be an
ordered semigroup if we order the elements of the semigroup arbitrarily.

Ordered semigroups were studied in our previous papers [7], [8].
Here we mention some elementary results from these papers without
proofs.

LEMMA 4 (Saitδ [8], Corollary of Lemma 1). The set of all idem-
potents of an ordered semigroup S, if it is non-void, is a subsemi-
group of S.

LEMMA 5 (Saitδ [7], Lemma 2). If a and b are elements of an
ordered idempotent semigroup E such that a ^b, then

a Ukab Sb and a ^ba ^ δ .

LEMMA 6 (Saitδ [7], Theorem 1). In an ordered idempotent semi-
group E, each D-equivalence class consists of either onlg one In-
equivalence class or only one R-equivalence class.

In an ordered idempotent semigroup E, a D -equivalence class is
called L-typed, if it consists of only one L-equivalence class, while it
is called R-typed, if it consists of only one iϋ-equivalence class.

2 In this section, we always denote by S an ordered completely
regular semigroup, and by E the set of all the idempotents of S. E
is nonvoid, and so, by Lemma 4, constitutes a subsemigroup of S.
The ordered semigroup E is evidently completely regular, and so E
is decomposed into the collection of mutually disjoint subsemigroups
E(δ) of E in such a way as is described in Lemma 2.

LEMMA 7. For f, f e E,

(a) / = f'{L) in S if and only if f = f'(L) in E\
(b) / = f\E) in S if and only if f = f'(R) in E;
(c) / = f\D) in S if and only iff= f'(D) in E.

Proof, (a) If / = f'{L) in S, then there exist elements x,yeS
such that xf = / ' , yf = f. Then we have / ' / = / ' , ff = f, and so
/ Ξ / ' ( L ) in E. It is trivial that / =f'(L) in E implies f = f'(L) in
S. (b) The proof is similar as in (a), (c) If / = f'(D) in S, then
there exists an element z e S such that / = z(L), z = f'(R) in S. By
Lemma 1, there exists a subgroup which contains z, and let e be the
identity of this subgroup. Then clearly e e E and z = e{L), z = e(R)
in S. Hence / = e(L), e = f'(R) in S, and so, taking account of (a)
and (b) proved above, we have / = f\D) in E. It is trivial that
/ = /'(£>) in E implies / Ξ= f'{D) in S.
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Let {S(a);ae Ts} be the decomposition of S described in Lemma
2. Clearly each ^-equivalence class S(oc) in S contains with every
a e S(cc) the identity of a subgroup which contains α. Hence S(a) f]EΦφ
for every a e T8. Moreover, by Lemma 7 (c), S(a) Π E is a member
of the decomposition {E(δ); δ e TE} of E. Therefore it can be seen
that the associated semilattice Ts of S is semilattice-isomorphic to the
associated semilattice TE of E. Thus in what follows, without loss
of generality, we assume that the semilattice TE coincides with the
semilattice Ts.

Now we give a definition. A semilattice T is called a tree semi-
lattice if it satisfies the following condition:

if a, a\ β, β' are elements of T such that a ^ α', β ^ β' and
a and β are non-comparable, then a! and β' are non-comparable.

(Here and hereafter we denote by -< the order in a semilattice. a ^ β
in a semilattice is defined to mean aoβ = a.)

LEMMA 8 (Saitδ [7], Theorem 3). The associated semilattice of
an ordered idempotent semigroup is a tree semilattice.

As an immediate corollary of the above Lemma 8, we obtain

THEOREM 1. The associated semilattice Ts of an ordered com-
pletely regular semigroup S is a tree semilattice.

3 In this section, we characterize ordered completely simple
semigroups without zero.

For brevity, in this section we denote by S an ordered completely
simple semigroup without zero. By Lemma 7, the ordered idempotent
semigroup E which consists of all the idempotents of S, constitutes
a ^-equivalence class in E. Hence, by Lemma 6, E itself constitutes
either an L-equivalence class or an JB-equivalence class in E. In the
former case, the ordered completely simple semigroup S without zero
is called L-typed, while in the latter case S is called R-typed. In the
rest of this section, we treat only the L-typed case. The R-typed case
can be discussed similarly.

LEMMA 9. In this L-typed case, an ordered completely simple
semigroup S without zero is a left group.

Proof. Let α, b e S, and let e and ef be the identities of subgroups
containing a and 6, respectively. Then

α ΞΞ e ΞΞ ef == b(L),

and so S is left simple.
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Since S is a left group, it is, by Lemma 3, semigroup-isomorphic
to the direct product of a group G and a left singular semigroup L
Thus we may consider that S consists of elements (g, i) with g e G,
ie 7, and the multiplication in S is ruled by

(g, i)(g', i') = (gg\ i) .

We denote the identity of the group G by e.
New we show that

(1) (g,%)< (<Λ i) if and only if (g, ir) < (gr, V) .

In fact, if (g, i) < (g\ i), then

(β, i)(g, V) = (g, i) < (»', i) - (β, i)(flfr, i ' ) ,

and so (#, i') < ((/', %').
Thus the order in G is well-defined, if we define

(2) £ < ff' in G if and only if (g, i) < (g'f i) .

Then, as is easily verified, G is an ordered group or, more exactly, a
simply ordered group.

Moreover, we define the order in I by

(3) i < if in / if and only if (β, i) < (β, i') .

Then clearly I is an ordered left singular semigroup.
Now we show that

(4) (g,i)< (g'f V) if and only if either g < g'

oτ g = g',i<i' .

In fact, suppose that (g, i) < (g'f i'). If g Φ g', then

(g, i) = (β, i)(ff, i) ^ (β, ΐ)(ff', i') - (l/', i) ,

and so # < g'. If g = g', then

(e, i) - (ff, ΐMflΓ1, i) ^ (fff, i'Mff"1, *) = («, *')

But, in this case, i Φ i', and so i < V. Conversely, if g < #', then

(β, i)(fir, i) - (g, i) < (</', ΐ) = (β, i)(flf', i') ,

and so (gy i) < (#', i'). If gr = g\ i < ΐ', then

(<7, iXίir-1, i) = (β, i) < (e, i') = (g', i')(g~\ i) ,

and so (g, i) < (gf, i')m

Now we remark that an element of S is idempotent if and only
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if it has the form (e, i) with i e L Moreover it is easily verified that
the mapping

is an ordered-semigroup-isomorphism of E onto J. Thus, we may
consider that the ordered left singular semigroup I coincides with the
ordered semigroup E. By this convention, the idempotent / of S is
identified with (β,/).

THEOREM 2. An ordered completely simple semigroup S without
zero is isomorphic as ordered semigroup to the lexicographically
ordered direct product of an ordered group G and the ordered left
or right singular semigroup E which is constituted by all the idem-
potents of S. Conversely an ordered semigroup which is isomorphic
to the lexicographically ordered direct product of an ordered group
and an ordered left or right singular semigroup is an ordered com-
pletely simple semigroup without zero.

The proof of the converse part of Theorem 2 can be verified easily.

4* In this section we discuss the structure of ordered completely
regular semigroups. First of all, we mention some results from our
previous paper [7].

LEMMA 10 (Saitδ [7], Lemma 4). Let /, / ' , / " be elements of an
ordered idempotent semigroup E such that f ^ / " ^ / ' , and let E(a),
E(β), E(y) be the D-equivalence classes which contain /, / ', /" , re-
spectively. Then 7 ^ cίoβ in the semilattice TE.

LEMMA 11 (Saitδ [7], Theorem 2). Let f and f be elements of
an ordered idempotent semigroup E such that f :g /', and let fe E(a),
f'eE(β). If the D-equivalence class E(aoβ) is L-typed, then

ff = min {y; y e E(aoβ) and y^f} ,

./'/ - max {y; y e E{aoβ) and y ^ /'} .

If E(aoβ) is R-typed, then

ff = max{y;yeE(aoβ) and y Sf'} ,

/ ' / = min {y; y e E(aoβ) and y ^ /} .

Now we show the following

LEMMA 12. Let a be an element of an ordered completely regular
semigroup S, let f be the identity element of a group which contains
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α, and let / ' be an arbitrary idempotent of S. Then a and ff'f are
per mutable.

Proof. Let S{a) and S(β) be the ^-equivalence classes which
contain / and /', respectively. We set / " = afffa~ι, where we denote
by a-1 the inverse element of a in a group which contains a. Then
a, a^eSia) and f"eS(aoβ). Moreover, as is easily seen, / " is
idempotent and //"/ = / " . Now we suppose that / g / ' and that, in
the ordered idempotent semigroup E which consists of all the idem-
potents of S, E(aoβ) is an L-typed D-equivalence class. Then, by
Lemma 5, / ^ //'/, and so

/ = a fa"' <£ aUTfja-1 = / " , fg f"f .

Hence, by Lemma 11,

f" = //"/ - mm {v; V e E(a oβ) and y ^ /} = //'/ .

Similarly we can prove / " = fff in the remaining cases. The equality
a{ffff)a~Ύ — / " — fff implies evidently that a and fff are permutable.

Each ^-equivalence class S(ά) of an ordered completely regular
semigroup S is, by Lemma 2, a completely simple semigroup without
zero. Hence, by Theorem 2, we may consider, without loss of gener-
ality, S(cc) is the lexicographically ordered direct product of an ordered
group G(a) and the ordered left or right singular semigroup E(a)
constituted by all the idempotents of S(ac).

The groups G(a)(a e Ts) are called the structure groups of the
ordered completely regular semigroup S. The identity of the group
G(oc) is denoted by ea. If an element a of S(oc) is represented by
(9>f) with g eG(a), / e E(a), then g is called the group component
of a and / is called the singular component of a.

LEMMA 13. If aeS(a), feE(a), then both af and fa have the
same group component as that of a. Conversely, if α, af e S(a), and
if a and a! have the same group component, then there exists f e E(a)
such that af = faf.

Proof. Since feE(a) has the group component ea, the first half
of this lemma is clear. For the second half, we assume α = (#,/')
and α' = (#,/). Then, as is easily seen, the element / — (βα,/) € E(a)
satisfies the required equality ar — faf.

Let a and β be elements of the associated semilattice Ts such
that a ^ β, and g be an element of the structure group G{a). We
take an element aeS{cc) with the group component g, and also take
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an idempotent fe E(β). Then we consider the group component gf

of the element faf. Since fafeS(β), we have g'eG(β). Now we
show the following

LEMMA 14. The element g' of G(β) constructed above is determined
only by geG(a), irrespective of the choice of aeS(a) and feE(β).

Proof. Let af be an element of S{a) with the group component
g and let / ' be an element of E(β). Then, by Lemma 13, there exists
an element h e E{a) such that α' = hah. First we assume that the
D -equivalence class E(β) of the ordered idempotent semigroup E is
L-typed. Then f'hf = / ' = f'h and so

f'a'f = f'hahf' = fhfahf .

Using Lemma 13 repeatedly, faf and fa have the same group compo-
nent, and so faf and / ' α ' / ' = ffh(fa)hff have the same group com-
ponent. In the case when E(β) is R-typed, we can prove the assertion
of the lemma in a similar way.

Now, for α, βe Ts such that a ^ β, we define the mapping φ% of
the structure group G(a) into the structure group G(β) by

(5) <P$:G(a)Bg-+g'eG(β),

where g' is the element of G(β) described above. By Lemma 14, g'
is well-defined by g e G(a).

The mappings φ% defined for a, βe Ts such that a ^ β, are called
the structure mappings of the ordered completely regular semigroup S.

THEOREM 3. The structure mappings φ% of an ordered completely
regular semigroup S have the following properties:

(a) φ% is the identity mapping of G(a);
(b) if a^β^ 7, then φ«βφξ - φζ;
(c) φ% is a group-homomorphism of G{a) into G(β);
(d) φ% is isotone:

for g, g' e G(a) with g ^ g\ we have gφ% ̂  g'φ% in G(β).
(We remark, in this note we denote by gψ the image of an element
g by a mapping φ, and denote by φψ the mapping which maps g into

Proof, (a) Evident by Lemma 13. (b) Suppose that gφ% = g\
g'φζ = g", and that feE(β), heE(y). For an element a with the
group component g, by Lemma 13, af has the group component gr>
and so afh has the group component g". Since fh e E(y), gφ* is the
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group conponent of afh and so equals to g". (c) Let g, g' e G(a),
and let a and a! be elements of S(a) with the group components g
and g', respectively. By Lemma 12, there exists feE(β) which is
permutable with α\ Hence aaff = (α/)(α'/) The element aa! is an
element of S(a) and has the group component gg\ and so, by comparing
the group components on both sides of the above equality, we have

gg'φ% - {gψί){gfφ%).

(d) Suppose that g S gr in G{a) and let a and a/ be elements of S{a)
with the group components g and #' respectively but with the same
singular component. Then, by (2) in § 3, we have a ^ α', and so
of ^ off for / e E(β). Now α/ and α'/ belong to the same D-equiva-
lence class S(β). Hence, comparing the group components on both
sides of the above inequality, we have, by (4) in §3,

gψ% ̂  g'φ%.

THEOREM 4. For (g,f)eS(a) and (g',f')eS(β),

(g,f)(g',f) - ((oΦϊoβWrtoάfff).

Proof. First we prove

(6) (g, /)(//'/) = (ff'f)(g, f) = {gφ%ot, ff'f).

In fact, / = (ea, f) is easily seen to be the identity of a group which
contains the element (g,f). Hence, by Lemma 12,

(g,f)(ff'f) = (ff'f)(g,f)iff'f) - (fff)(g,f).

Moreover ff'fe E(aoβ), and so the group component of (ff'f)(g, /)(//'/)
is gφioβ. Furthermore, since (ff'f)(g,f)(ff'f)eS(aoβ), the element

has the same singular component as that of / / ' / = (eaoβ,ff'f). Hence
we have the relation (6).

Now we have

= (9,f)(ff'f)(f'ff')(9',Γ) since / / ' is idempotent,

= (gψZoβ,ff'fW<pZoe,f'ff) by (6),

= {(gφloβ){9'9loβ),ff'ff'ff) by the multiplication in

LEMMA 15. Lei / e #(<*), / ' e E(β), a^β and g e G(a).
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(a) Iffύf in S, then (g, f) £ (gφ*β, / ' ) .
(b) Iff^f in S, then (g, f) ^ {gφ% /').

Proof. We prove only (a) in the case when E(β) is L-typed.
Then, by Lemma 11, / ' / = / ' . Since

(β,,/)=/^/'= (*»/'),

we have, by Theorem 4,

(g,f) = (e«,f)(g,f) £ (eβ,f')(g,f) = (gφ%f).

THEOREM 5. For (g, f) e S(α), and (g'9 /') eS(β), (g, f) < (g', f) if
and only if either gφ%oβ < g'φ*oβ or gφ%oβ = g'φ*oβf f < /'•

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that E{aoβ) is
L-typed. Then ff'f - / / ' = / / ' / ' . Suppose that

g<PZoβ ^ ffVSoβ

Then we have

and so gφ%oβ ̂  grφlOβ Hence gφ%oβ — g'φloβ. Now we suppose that
/ ^ / ' were true. Then, by Lemma 5, / Ξ> ff ^ / . Hence, by Lemma
15, we would have

(g,f) ^ {gφ%oβ,ff) = (Moβ,fΓ) ^ {g'J'),

which is a contradiction. This proves the Only if part of the theorem.
Conversely suppose that either gφ%oβ < g'φloβ or gφ%oβ = g'φίoβf

f < / ' . Now we suppose that (g, f) < {gr, /') were not true. Then
w e w o u l d h a v e (g,f) ^ {g',f). I f (g,f) = {g',f'), t h e n a = β,g = gr,

f = f'f and so

gψloβ = g = g' = g'φiOβ >

which is a contradiction. If (g,f) > (fif',/'), then, by the result proved
above, we would have either gφ%Όβ > g'φ%oβ or gφ»oβ = gfφ%Όβy f > / ' ,
which is also a contradiction. This completes the proof.

5 In this section, we argue conversely, and we show that the
theorems in § 4 really characterize ordered completely regular semi-
groups. More precisely

THEOREM 6. Let E be an ordered idempotent semigroup. For
each a of the associated semilattice TE of E, suppose that there
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corresponds an ordered group G(a). Moreover, for each pair of
elements a, β e TE such that a ̂  β, suppose that there corresponds a
mapping φ% of G(a) into G(β) which satisfies the following conditions:

(a) φ% is the identity mapping of G(a);
(b) if a^ β ^ 7, then φ$φζ = φ%;
(c) φ% is a group-homomorphism of G{oί) into G(β);
(d) φ% is isotone.

For ae TE, we denote by S(a) the set consisting of all pairs (g,f)
with geG(a), feE(a), where E{a) is the D-equivalence class of E
which corresponds to ae TE. Moreover we denote by S the set-union
of S(a) when a goes through all the elements of TE. We define in
S the multiplication by:

if (9,f)eS(a), (g',f')eS(β), then

(g,f)(g',Γ) = ((g<Pϊoβ)(o'<pZ0β),fΓ) >

and define the order by:
if(9,f)eS(a), (g',f')eS(β), then

(9,f) < (9f,f) if and only if either gφ%oβ < g'φloβ

or gφ«ΛOβ = g'φβ

aΌβ, f <ff .

Then S is an ordered completely regular semigroup.

Proof. We prove the theorem by dividing into several steps.

1°. Algebraically S is a completely regular semigroup.

In fact, for (g,f)eS(a), (g',f')eS(β), (g",f")eS(y), we have

9>loβoy)f ff'f")

βoy)JfTr) by (b) and (c).

Similarly

(g,f)(W,f'){tr,f"))

Hence S is a semigroup. Moreover, for (g,f)eS(a), we have

(g,f)(g~\f)(g,f) =

= (gg-1gff) by (a),

= (ff,/),

and also

(g,f)(g-\f) = (e«,f) = (g-\f)(g,f),
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where e* is the identity of the group G(a). This proves 1°.

2°. S is simply ordered.
In fact, suppose that (g,f)eS(a), (g',f')eS(β), (g",f")eS(y).

It is clear that (g,f) < (#,/), and that at least one of the relations
(g,f) < {g',Γ), (9,f) = (9',Γ), (g,f) > (g',Γ) holds. Thus it suffices
to prove the transitive law. Hence we suppose that

(7) (g,f)<(g',Γ) and (0 ' , / ' )<(0" ,/" ) .

Now, in the associated semilattice TE, we have aoβ ^ β and /So 7 ^ β.
Therefore, by Theorem 1, the two elements aoβ and /So 7 of TB are
comparable. Without loss of generality, we assume that

(8)

Then aoβoy = aoβ. By (7) we have

(9) either gφ%oβ < g'φioβ or gφϊoβ = g'φβ

ΛOβ, f<f,

and

(10) e i ther g'<p$oy < g"<p}oy or g'φ%OΊ = g"<p}oy, f < f" .

Now we consider by dividing into several cases. First we consider
the case when gφloβ < g'φίoβ. Then we have

and so gφ%OΊ < g"φloy. Secondly we consider the case when gφ%oβ =
ffψloβf f < f'f Qr(Ploβoy < tf'Ψloβoy ( W e remark, since g'φ$oy ^ g"φy

βoy

by (10), we have always g'φioβoy ^ g"<PlOβOy) Then

= 0<P%oβ = ΰ'φloβ = g'ψίoβoy < g"<Ploβoy

— (ntfΦΊ

and so gφ%oy < g"φloy. Thirdly we consider the case when gφ%oβ =

9'<Ploβ,f<Γ, Qf(Pίoβoy = g'f(Ploβoy9 g'<P$oy<g"<Ploy Then βoΎφaoβoΎ.
Now /3oγ^7, d o γ ^ γ and so, by Theorem 1, αoγ-</3oγ and hence

= aoβoy. Therefore

= gΦZoβ = # ' ^ O β = g'<pίOβoy

= g"<Ploβoy =

Moreover we have / < / " . In fact, otherwise, we would have / " ^
/ < / ' . Then, by Lemma 10, we would have a ^ /So7, since
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/ ' eE(β), f" eE(y). Hence we would have aoβoj = βoyf which is
a contradiction. Fourthly we consider the case when gφ*aoβ = grφioβ,

I < / ', 9'ψloy = g"<Phy, Γ < /"• Then we have f<f'< / " . Moreover,
by Lemma 10, we have β ^ αoγ, and so aoβoj = aoy. Hence

9Φ%oy = gΦloβoy = θφίoβoy =

Thus, in all cases, we obtain (g,f) < (g",f").

3°. S is an ordered completely regular semigroup.
By 1° and 2°, it suffices to show that S satisfies the monotone

-condition:
for (g, f) e S(a), (g'9 /') e S(β), (g", f") e S(Ί), the relation
(g,f)<(9',Γ) implies (g,f)(g",f")£(g',f')(g",f") and (g"J"){g,f)^
(g" ,f"){gf ,f')

Here we prove only that {g,f){g",f")^{g'J'){g",f"). By the as-
sumption that {g, f) < {gf, / ' ) , we have

either gφ«aoβ < g'φioβ or gφ%oβ = g'φloβ, f<f.

We consider by dividing into several cases. First we consider the case
when gφ%oβ < g'φίoβy gφίoβoy < g'φloβoy. Then

= 9Φ»Oβoy9"φlOβov < 9'φβ»oβoy9"φloβoy

(We remark that, in an ordered group, g < g' implies gg" < g'g".)
Thus (gJ){g",f")<(g'J')(g",f")- Secondly we consider the case
when gφloβ < grφβ

aoβ, gφloβoy = g'φloβoy. Then we have

oy = 9Φ%oβoy9"φlOβoy

Moreover aoβ ψ aoβoy. Now aoj and aoβ are comparable, and so
,#oγ= ctoβoy. Similarly βoy = aoβoy. Since aoβ φ aoβoy, by
Lemma 10, neither / ^ / " ^ / ' nor / ' ^ / " ^ / holds. First we
suppose that / ^ / " . Then necessarily we have / ' < / " . Hence, if
E(aoβoj) is J?-typed, then, by Lemma 11,

/ / " - mzx{y;yeE(aoy) = E(aoβoy) = E(βoΎ),y ^/"}

Now we suppose that E(aoβoy) is L-typed. We remark that there
is no element of E(aoβoj) between / and / ' . In fact, if heE(δ) is
an element of E which lies between / and / ', then, by Lemma 10,

δ ^ aoβ > aoβoy .
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Hence, by Lemma 11,

ff" - min{y:y eE(aoΎ) =

= mm{y;yeE(βoΎ) = E(aoβo7), y ^/'} = / ' / " .

In a similar way, we can prove that ff" = / ' / " in the case when
f"£f. Thus we have (g,f)(g",f") = (g*,f')(g",f")- Thirdly we
consider the case when 0<p£o/3 = g'φioβ, f < / ' . Then, just as in the
preceding case, we have

Moreover we have / / " Sf'f". Thus {g,f){g",f")^{g',f'){g",f").
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.
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